MADE-TO-MEASURE
DREAMS
Your wedding in the heart of the City of Light
Between Place Vendôme and the Tuileries Gardens in the vibrant heart of Paris,
where charm, elegance and refinement blend together, the Westin Paris - Vendôme
is a temple of delight for lovers and the place where it’s possible to organize a dream
wedding, just the way you want it.
Our reception rooms

Your wedding night

You have an exceptional choice of settings, such as
classified historical rooms decorated with impressive
frescoes in the Second Empire style and a Jardin
d’Hiver sun room. Our rooms can be adapted to all
wedding requirements, from small groups – a table for
thirty – to arrangements for several hundred guests.

Plunge into a revitalizing atmosphere sparked by the
encounter between a historic hotel and contemporary
design. Our 428 rooms (including 80 suites – more
than any other hotel in Paris) will welcome your guests
to a refined and elegant setting signed by Sybille
de Margerie: the most romantic of backdrops and
magnificient views of the City of Light for the most
beautiful of weddings.

Personalized service
To bring life to your romance with a dinner, cocktail,
reception or an evening of dance, our team of experts
is at your service to help personalize your wedding
festivities. You’ll benefit from discerning services in
gastronomy, decoration, flower arrangements, table
settings and musical accompaniment. With a staff
which combines professionalism, constant attention
and faultless discretion, not even the smallest detail
will be left to chance.
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Calm enjoyment
The Westin Paris - Vendôme proposes a moment of
relaxation at the hotel’s Six Senses spa, the leading
Six Senses urban sanctuary in France. A rhapsody of
comforting massages and revitalizing treatments for an
incomparable moment of relaxation with your spouse,
friends or family. The day after your wedding, you can
delight in a generous brunch in the intimacy of the First
restaurant, which will be reserved for your private use.
Each buffet provides a selection of culinary treasures and
is accompanied by a broad choice of hot and cold drinks.

Our packages
Choose the plan which corresponds to your dream
wedding:
• Coral Package
- from 80 to 600 guests: €169 € per person
- from 60 to 80 guests: €199 per person
- less than 60 guests: price on request
Additional options are available

Your preferred contact:
t +33 (0)1 44 77 10 88
The WesTin Paris - Vendôme
3, rue de Castiglione 75001 Paris
mariageauwestinparisvendome.fr

• Magnolia Package
- from 80 to 600 guests: €225 per person
- from 60 to 80 guests: €265 per person
- less than 60 guests: price on request
Additional options are available

• Brunch Package (starting from 80 guests): €80
Price per person, tax included

